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Dr. Thomas D. Pappert Center for Performance and Innovation
More than 5,000 square feet of space on the third floor of the School of Music will be renovated during the summer of 2010. The renovation will transform Room 322 into the Dr. Thomas D. Pappert Center for Performance and Innovation.

With updated acoustics and modern technology, the current large-ensemble practice room is slated to double as a formal recital hall for small ensembles and soloists in an intimate, flexible, state-of-the-art setting. Though the renovations aim to create a formal performance space, the room will be capable of holding large ensemble practices, and the stage will be marked by a change in flooring material, not a difference in height, which promotes maximum accessibility.

New production tools, such as stage lighting, projection, surround sound and audio-visual recording equipment, will support all kinds of performances and other types of activities.

When completed, the room will have the latest acoustical measures, from sonically isolated floors and walls to attenuation panels and ceiling tiles. Among the most visible of these measures will be new wood reflector panels located over the stage area.

Acoustic isolation from the rest of the building will protect listeners from noise generated by outside sources, and the various panels and materials in each room have been designed to give excellent sound quality for the specific needs of the space. Isolated floors are thin enough to allow small transition ramps at doors, keeping every space accessible to people with physical disabilities.

Sound attenuating panels will also be used to facilitate storage. To take advantage of open space at the back of the stage area, chairs and stands used in
Room 322 will be stored behind acoustically treated architectural panels.

A space adjacent to room 322 will be an ambechoic environment, which means that it will be ideal for critical listening and high-quality multi-channel mastering. The layout of this adjacent space carefully integrates features such as acoustic isolation and attenuation measures, audio and video technology, and specially designed building systems.

Other spaces near Room 322 are scheduled for upgrades as well, including a dedicated capture room to record performances and new acoustically treated vestibules. Plans include a mastering suite that will have professional-level capturing and mixing capabilities and provide recording capabilities that support the music technology curriculum.

Through cosmetic upgrades and reopening an existing connection between the two rooms, the nearby faculty lounge will double as a green room for performers appearing on stage in Room 322. The music library room will double as a conductor’s office and will receive new paint and carpeting.

Current storage cabinets in Room 322 will be converted to storage areas for music education instruments, performance instruments and equipment, and percussion instruments. Percussion storage will open to both Room 322 and the west corridor so that instruments may be moved around the building easily.

Duquesne University has hired the firm of Burt Hill for architectural and engineering services.

---

**Commissioned Work Unveiled at Cello Performance**

Adam Liu, assistant principal cello in the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra since 2003 and an adjunct faculty member of the Music School, presented the premiere of a commissioned work supported by Duquesne University and the Pennsylvania Partners in the Arts on September 2, 2009.

The piece, *Drinking Alone by Moonlight*, inspired by a famous Tang Dynasty poem, was written by Liu’s brother Chang Yuan Liu, who is on the composition faculty of the Central Conservatory in Beijing. Adam Liu played the piece on his 1759 Paolo Antonio Testore cello.

A native of Tianjin, China, Adam Liu has been a featured soloist with orchestras worldwide, including the symphonies of Victoria, Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin, San Antonio, Baltimore and Los Angeles. He previously held the position of associate principal cello with the Montreal Symphony Orchestra, acting as principal cello for the 1999–2000 season.